Weekly Quiz

1. In which country have attacks on protesters by the government attracted international condemnation (strong disapproval)?
   a. Jordan  b. Egypt  c. Chile

2. True or false, Holden workers in Adelaide’s production line have refused the three-year wage freeze that Holden claimed was essential in order to remain open?
   a. True  b. False

3. Which New Zealand city did was hit by an earthquake on Friday?
   a. Christchurch  b. Wellington  c. Auckland

4. Which politician was in the news last week for making comments that have been considered sexist about a Liberal candidate?
   a. Tony Abbott  b. Kevin Rudd  c. Anthony Albanese

5. What has the CIA in America confirmed the mysterious Area 51 was used for during the 1950’s?
   a. developing spy planes  b. investigating aliens and UFO’s  c. developing sound bombs

6. What language is spoken in Colombia?
   a. Colombian  b. Portuguese  c. Spanish

7. Where have the 2013 Track and Field World Championships been held?

8. Trials of an Australian developed cancer-fighting drug DZ13 have been suspended. What type of cancer does the drug target?
   a. skin cancer  b. lung cancer  c. breast cancer

9. What type of disaster occurred in the Philippines on the weekend?
   a. a train crash  b. a large oil spill  c. the sinking of a passenger ferry

10. Which royals are thought to coming to Australia next year?
    a. Kate and William  b. Charles and Camilla  c. The Queen and Prince Philip

11. Why was the Indian armed forces in the news last week?
    a. one of their submarines sunk  b. they fired a test missile over Pakistan’s territory  c. they have developed their first stealth bomber

12. A famous cricket bat recently sold for $60,000 at auction. Who did that bat belong to?
    a. Dennis Lillee  b. Ricky Ponting  c. Donald Bradman

13. Near which city did five Vietnamese men escape from a detention centre on the weekend?
    a. Perth  b. Port Hedland  c. Darwin

14. What was the score in last weekend’s rugby game between the Wallabies and the All Blacks?
    a. Australia 29 - 47 New Zealand  b. Australia 29 - 29 New Zealand  c. Australia 29 - 17 New Zealand

15. Bruce Springsteen will be visiting Australia in February 2014. Who is he?
    a. a famous sculpture  b. the Canadian Prime Minister  c. a famous singer
Weekly Quiz - Visual

1. Name this TV personality who has been in the news recently.

2. In what country was this photo taken?

3. Who is this Australian sportswoman?

4. What is the name of this native Australian species that has been in the news recently?

5. Who is this flag used by?